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Abstract 
Kumar et al. ( 1985) introduced the concept of generalized bent functionsj’: z: + Z, where 
q is a positive integer > 1, and gave constructions for such functions for every possible value of 
L/ and II other than II odd and y = 2 (mod 4). Furthermore, they have shown the non-existence in 
the remaining case under certain sufficient conditions. The main purpose of this paper is to 
understand the extent of the set of parameters for which no generalized bent functions exist. In 
particular. the non-existence of Bent functions on L:,,. with p = 7 (mod 8) and r 2 1 is examined. 
The result obtained generalizes recent works of Bi (1991) and Pei (1993). 
1. Introduction 
A function,f: Zi --+ Z, with a positive integer q is called a generalized bent function 
if the equality 
holds for every x E Zi, where <, stands for any complex primitive qth root of unity, 
and X.JJ for the dot product. This type of functions have been introduced by Kumar 
et al. [3]. and it has been shown that there is no such function if rz is odd, q = 2N with 
an odd N (i.e. q = 2 mod4), and if either (*) N = 1, or (**) there is an integer 
s satisfying 2” = - 1 mod N. Further a method of constructing this type of functions 
has been given under the assumption that either 17 is even. or q + 2 mod 4. By the way 
there is another condition equivalent to (**) due to Kumar et al. Namely, Cv being 
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the cyclotomic field generated by a primitive Nth root of unity for the odd integer 
N above, the condition (**) is equivalent to that the decomposition group of 2 in 
C,/Q contains the automorphism (T* Inducing the complex-conjugation on C,V. 
As is seen, there is a gap in what Kumar ct al. have done. In fact it is not clear 
whether or not there exist generalized bent functions if q = 2N with an odd N, but 
none of the conditions (*) or (**) is satisfied. Actually Pei [4] has shown by 
computation that there is no generalized bent function on Z14, a very special case we 
are interested in. The aim of this note is to point OLIN some facts about this question: we 
first observe for what combinations of prime powers the condition (**) is actually 
satisfied. then we examine the existence of generalized bent functions for some case 
where the condition (**) is not satisfied. 
2. The condition (**) and its equivalents 
Let N = 1 I:= I p: be an odd integer > 1 with its factorization into primes pi with 
i = 1, , r. In order to formulate further restatements of the condition (*lt) we need 
some notations and auxiliary remarks. 
(1) As before C,V denotes the cyclotomic held Q(iN). C.&T then is the composite of 
C,,<, = Q([,,‘,,) for i = 1, . , I’, and Gtr/(C,zV,IQ) 2 n:‘= r Gn/(CpY,/Q) under the map Res 
dehned by kes(o) = ni:, Resi(a) for every r~ E GaI(CV,!Q) where Res, stands for the 
restriction to C,,‘,,. 2 is unramified in C,/Q. and the order of the decomposition group 
G2 of 2 in GN/(C,/Q) is equal to the orderj’of 2 mod N. Gz is cyclic and generated by 
the Frobenius automorphism cpc of 2 in C,,,:Q. The restriction Resj(q7,) = vi is the 
Frobenius automorphism of 2 in C,,(. for each i. and qi generates the decomposition 
group G$’ of 2 in GQI(C,,~,./Q) whose order is equal to the order 1; of 2modpy’. 
(2) Let T be the maximal ‘-subfield of CV, i.e. the largest subfield of C,V whose 
degree over Q is a power of 2. As in the case of CV. T is the composite of T, = T n C,#, , 
furthermore GO/( T/Q) z 11 I= 1 GLI[( T,/Q) under the map induced by the restriction. 
The decomposition group G, of 2 in Gal(T/Q) is generated by the Frobenius 
automorphism @,V which is equal to ResJcp,,,) so that the order of & is equal to the 
2-contribution of 1: Similarly the decomposition group G$) of 2 in Ga/(Ti/Q) is 
generated by the Frobenius automorphism Cpi which is equal to Res,r,(qi) = Res,-,(p,V). 
and the order of G,(i) is equal to the 2-contribution inf; for each i. Note that, since 
Ga/(CpJQ) is cyclic, Gal( T,/Q) is a cyclic 2-group so that the lattice of its subgroups is 
a chain. 
(3) Let S be the maximal subfield of C,y of odd degree over Q. Then C,V is the 
composite of T and S, furthermore Gal(C,V,‘Q) z Gd(T/Q) x Grrl(S/Q) by the map 
induced by the restriction. Note that GoI(TIQ) z Ga!(C,viS), and the latter is the 
(unique) 2-Sylow subgroup of Gtr/(C,\-.!Q). By the way for each i, C,e, is the composite 
of Ti with Si = SnCI)(. . the largest subfield of C,,&. of odd degree over Q. 
(4) Let O* be the autbmorphism in Gal(C,?,/Q) h 111 ucing the complex conjugation on 
CYVy. Since g* is of order 2. it is contained in the unique 2-Sylow subgroup CX(C,/S) of 
GLII(C,~/Q). This implies that S is fixed by g* elementswise, i.e. S is a real subfield of Cy. 
This further implies that none of Ti (i = 1, . . . .r) is real, because otherwise 
C,,<, = Ti. Si will be a real field for some i. Hence 0; = Res,,(a*) is non-trivial and of 
orher 2 in GNI(T~~Q). 
After these observations we now prove the following: 
Lemma 1. Let N = [II= I p: he NH odd ir~teger > 1 )rith its,filr.tori=Llti(~ll into prYrws pi 
rtith i = 1, . . . I’. Then thr,follorz~iny statements are rquiralrnt to c~rch other. 
(a) There is L~H integer s .wti.sf:\~iq 2” = - 1 mod N. 
(b) The 2-cmtrihution in the order ,$ of 2 modp, is eytral to thr po~ver 2' \\,ith ~111 
inttqer t 2 1 irulrpendent of i jbr i = 1, . , I'. 
(c) The decomposition groups of2 in GaI( TiIQ) (i = 1, . ) r are ~111 non-!rivirii. md of 
the .wme order, rvherr T; stands j& the rna.uimal 2-suhjield of the ~!~clotornic,firld C,,<, 
(d) The decomposition group of 2 irz Gal(C,,!Q) contuim the uutornorphism h* 
inducing the complex coqjugution on C,v. 
Although the equivalence of (a) and (d) has already been shown by Kumar et al. [3]. 
for the sake of completeness. we prove the equivalence of the statements cyclically. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (a) + (b): First note that the orderf; of 2 modp:” is the product of 
the 0rder.f; in 2 mod pi and a power of pi. Hence the 2-contribution infi coincides with 
that in ji for every i = 1, , r. Therefore, for our purpose, it suffices to show that all,/; 
(i = 1, . . r) have the same non-trivial 2-contribution. For this end. assume that ,f’be 
the order of 2 mod N. and 2‘ = - 1 mod N for an integer s. Now write s =.fij _t .sg with 
integers y and s,, satisfying 0 I so <,f;1’2. Then 2‘0 = - 1 mod N. Note that s0 # 0, 
because. otherwise we arrive at the impossible congruence 1 = - 1 mod N. Now 
2“) = - 1 mod N implies 2’+ = 1 mod N. Since 0 5 2s” I$ this implies that f’= 2.so. 
Hencef‘= 2’f” with an integer t 2 1 and an oddr. By the way, from the observation 
above, we obtain 252 = 2’1) E - 1 modN so that 2f*’ = - 1 modp: for every 
i( = 1. . , r). Now let j; be the order of 2 modp:. Since 2” = - 1 mod N, we have 
2” = ~ 1 mod p: for each i. Therefore, first expressing s =~yi k si with yi, si E Z such 
that 0 I si <fii2, then doing the same thing as above, we obtain ji = 2’a,f’l with ri 2 1 
and odd ,f,‘. Further we have 2’~:’ = 2’1 = - 1 mod p:‘, for each i. Since ,f is the least 
common multiple of,fi for i = 1, . r we have tj I t. Now if ti < t for some i. say i = 1. 
then, ,f’=fiI~ with an even /I. This further implies that 2s’2 = 
(2’1’~)” = (- l)h = 1 modp’; contradicting the fact mentioned above. Hence ti = t for 
i = 1, ,I’. This completes the proof of (a) s (b). 
(b) * (c): This follows from remark (2) above. 
(c) + (d): For each i. Gul( T,/Q) is a cyclic 2-group, and (a:) is the unique minimal 
subgroup of Gal(Ti/Q) by remark (4). Hence of is a power of @. because the latter is 
not trivial by assumption. On the other hand all qi are of the same order, say 2’ with 
t 2 1. by assumption, and c~p is of order 2. Hence of = q,” ’ for every i = 1, , r. This 
then implies that ResT(o*) = Res,(& I) by remarks (2)--(4). But this means that 
a*( y*s)-2’ ’ E Gu~(C,~IT). Since Ga/(C,/ T) ( 2 Gtrl(S/Q)) is of odd order, there is odd 
integer, say 2111 + 1, making (a*(yV)-” ‘)2’i’+1 = identity. But we are working in an 
abelian group, and o* is of order 2. hence the last equality implies that U* is a power of 
q,V, i.e. CT* is in the decomposition group of 2. 
(d) + (0): Because N is odd, the action of the Frobenius automorphism qV is 
completely described by cc‘ = Ct.. Now o* = @t, for some integer s by assumption. 
Hence i,G1 = ($* = [f = ;fI. i.e. 3‘ = - 1 mod N. This argument is due to Kumar et 
al. 0 
3. Odd integers satisfying (**) 
We now observe for what combinations of odd primes the condition (**) is 
satisfied. For this purpose we classify odd primes according to their residues mod 8. 
Namely let I7,. be the set of all odd primes = 13 mod 8 for L’ = 1,3,5.7 respectively. 
Then from the general theory of cyclotomic fields we have the following: 
(0) For any odd prime p. the Galois group Gtr/(C,/Q) is a cyclic group of order 
p - 1 where C, denotes the cyclotomic fields Q(<,,) generated by a primitive pth root 
of unity rP. Hence Gd(T,,!Q) for the maximal ‘-subfield T,, of C, is a cyclic ‘-group so 
that the lattice of its subgroups is a chain. Note that T,, is the maximal 2-subfield of 
C,,, for any r 2 1. 
(1) If p E I7,, then the 2-contribution in p - 1 is 2’ with r 2 3, hence CT,,: Q] = 2’. 
Since C, contains the quadratic field Q(\/‘i) (see 12, p. 529]), T,, contains Q(&) as its 
unique minimal subfield. Moreover (17/2) = 1 by the second supplement to the quad- 
ratic reciprocity law (see [?I. pp. 73.90). hence 2 is decomposed in Q(A). This means 
that the decomposition group of 2 in Grrl(T,,.'Q) is a proper subgroup of Gu/(T,,,/Q). 
but may be trivial. 
(2) If p E IT3, then the 2-contribution in p ~ 1 is exactly 2, hence [T,: Q] = 2. On 
the other hand. C, contains Q(v !‘q) (see [2, p. 529]), hence T,, = Q(G). Because 
(-p/2) = -1 (see [2. pp. 78, 901) 2 is inert in T,, (i.e. (2) remains as a prime ideal of 
T,,). This means that the decomposition group of 2 in T,/Q coincides with Gal( T,,,/Q), 
and is of order 2. 
(3) If p E 175, the 2-contribution in p - 1 is exactly 4, hence [T,: Q] = 4. Further- 
more C, contains the quadratic field a(,“;)) (see [2. p. 529]), hence T, contains Q(A) 
as its unique minimal subfield. On the other hand, (p/2) = - 1 (see [2, pp. 78, 903). 
hence 2 is inert in Q(,/F). Since Q(\,:) is the unique minimal subfield of T,,. 2 is inert 
in the whole extension T,/Q. This means that the decomposition group of 2 in T,,/Q is 
Gal(T,,/Q), and is of order 4. 
(4) If p E I7,. the 2-contribution in p ~ 1 is exactly 2, hence CT,,: Q] = 2. Since C, 
contains Q(,,q) (see 12. p. 5291). we have T,, = Q(,/'_I?). Because (-p/2) = 1 (see 
[2, pp. 78,90]), 2 is decomposed in TJQ. This means that the decomposition group of 
2 in T,,/Q is trivial. 
From these facts we have the following: 
Proposition 1. The condition (**) is satisjedjbr an odd integer N > 1 #either. (I) N is 
a product of pollers qf primes pi 6 17, with i = 1, . . . I’ such that.,fbr euch pi. the order of 
the decomposition group of 2 in TJQ is oforder 2’ ulith an integer t 2 1 independent of i, 
or (II) N is a product of polvers of primes in I7 3. or (III) N is u product of po\vers of primes 
in Tl,, or (IV) N is u product of powers of primes in 173 together vtith powers of primes 
p, . . . . pr E IT, such thcrt,.for each pi, the decomposition group of 2 in T,,jQ is of order 2. 
or (V) N is a product of po1ver.s qf primes in 17 5 together lvith p0bver.s of primes 
p,, ,p” E ITI such thcrt the deconipo.sition group of 2 in T,,/Q is of order 4 for each 
i = 1, .r. 
Thus the condition (**) is not satisfied, for example. for any integer N which is the 
product of a non-trivial power of a prime in II3 and a non-trivial power of a prime in 
II,, e.g. N = 15, or for any non-trivial power of a prime in l17. By the way, the cases 
(II) and (III) cover the Theorem 1 in 141. 
4. The equation a? = 2 
In this section we examine the existence of generalized bent functions on Z?,,, for 
pEI7,andrkl. 
Let .f‘ be a generalized bent function Z?,,, + Z,,,, for p E IT, and r 2 1. Then the 
algebraic integer x(y) = 2, l z,,, ;{,p’mxy in the cyclotomic field C,,, = Q(<Zpr) = Q(<,,,) 
satisfies x(J)x(J~) = 2p’ for every _r E Z?,,,. Hence the non-existence of generalized bent 
function follows if there is no integral solution of the equation ~5 = 2~” in C,,,. Now by 
Pei’s argument in [4, p. 1681, this is further reduced to the question whether or not the 
equation XX = 2 is integrally solvable in C,,,. So we are going to examine the 
solvability of the latter equation. 
Before starting the discussion it will be in place to make some auxiliary remarks. 
Note that we always work with p E 7 mod 8. 
(1) Gal(C,,,/Q) is a cyclic group of order (p - 1)~‘~‘. Let CJ be a generator of 
Gu/(C,,,,‘Q). Gul(C,,/Q) is the direct product of the unique subgroup of order p - 1 
( z Gn1(C,/Q)) and the p-Sylow subgroup. Further Gul(C,IQ) in turn is the direct 
product of the unique subgroup of order 2 and the unique subgroup of order 
II = (p - 1)/2 where n is odd. Hence Ga/(C,,,/Q) has a unique subgroup of order 
2 which corresponds to the maximal real subfield R of C,,,. GLI~(C,,~/R) then is 
generated by (T* = mnp’ which fixes R elementwise. Hence O* induces the complex- 
conjugation on C,,: 0Y* = (3 for all tr) E C,,,. Note that W”’ = (u”*)” = (oY”)~* = (uY”) 
for every (T’ E Ga/(C,,/Q) and every o E C,,, because Gal(C,,,/Q) is abelian. 
(2) C,, hence C,,, with r 2 1, contains the imaginary quadratic field Q(,,q) = E 
(see Section 3, remark (4)). Gal(C,,,/E) = (a’) is of order npY- ‘. Now 2 is unramified 
in C,,,/Q, and it is decomposed in E/Q as was mentioned in Section 3, remark (4). 
Hence the decomposition group of 2 in Gal(C,,,,lQ) is contained in Gnl(C,,,iE). Setting 
/‘= IGzl. we then have ~~~1~’ =,f$ kvith,f’and ~1 both being odd, and Gz = (8’). For 
the factor group Glr/(C,,7!Q),:Gz we have the natural isomorphism 
Grrl(C,,,!Q)/G2 z GLII(D/Q) whcrc D is the decomposition field of 2 in C,,,,.!Q, i.e. the 
subfield of C,,, elementwisc fixed by the action of GL. The factor group Gcrl(C,,,/Q)/G, 
is generated by the coset (or the element in Gtr/(D.lQ)) T = ~modG~. In particular, 
r* = 9’ = @mod Gz. On the other hand. u* = #I” ’ = of” = #mod Gz, because fis 
odd, and Gz = (8’). Combining these we have T* = To = CJ* mod G2 which means 
that T* induces the complex-conjugation on D: wr* = c?, for all tc) E D. 
(3) The principal ideal (2) in D generated by 2 is factorized into prime ideals of 
D mutually conjugate with respect to Grr/(D/Q): (2) = n;‘“;,’ (.I~’ = fl:rd pi’ rebill 
0” where ,(J is a prime ideal of D lying over 2. and (-, = (J’* = c~“‘. Note that all prime 
factors appearing in the factorization above are dilrcrent from each other, i.e. 2 splits 
completely in D. For each prime factor of 2 above there is a unique prime ideal of C,<, 
hence for the principal ideal 2 in C,: generated by 2 we have (2) = n ,‘“a’ .Y” = n 5:; 
Y”’ nT_A ,ypr’. where .Y is the (unique) prime ideal lying over ,JJ. Further note that ./p” 
in the factorization denotes the image of .d by any element in the coset 5’ of 
Gtr/(C ,/Q)/G? for each 1’ ( = 0. 1. , g - 1). The well-definedness of this notation is 
based% the fact that ./P remains invariant under the action of elements in Gz. The 
restriction of the factorization of (2) in C,,Y (or in D) down to E gives the factorization 
of (2) ( = the principal ideal in E generated by 2) in E: (2) = PP where 
P = En.9 = En (.I. 
(4) Note that C, 9 D whcrc D stands for the decomposition field of 2 in C,,“/Q. In 
fact, C,nD is the decomposition field of 2 in C’,:Q so that ,f” = [C,:C,nD] is the 
order of 2 mod p which cannot bc I. 
(5) The following simple fact will be used in the proof of Lemma 2 several times: Let 
p be any prime, F a field of characteristic # p. and K a subfield of F. Further assume 
that, for a non-zero elcmcnt (‘1 E F, (~9’ E K. but &‘$KP = (tip1 M E K ). Then 
[K(to): K] = p. Under the same assumption as above, if furthermore a primitive pth 
root of unity is in K, then [K((o): K] is either I or p according as (up E KP or not. In 
particular, this is the case for p = 2. 
We now prove the following: 
Proof. 25 = 2 implies (2) (?) = (2) as ideals in C,,,. Hence (x) is the product of 
some prime factors of (2). Let (T, = gzy be the generator of G2. Since each prime 
factor of (2) remains invariant under the action of Go, we obtain (JO’) = (r). hence 
Xh, = cli: with a unit I: in C,,,. Next apply any (T’ E Ga/(C,l,_i’Q) to IX = 2 to obtain 
r(T’ 2”’ = 2 which further implies IxIs’I = k/5, in particular )x”‘I = 1x1 for every 
g’ E Gal(C,,,/Q). Now, first applying (T’ to ynl = XI:, then taking the absolute value of 
each term. we have 1x1 = Ic%~‘~I = 1~~) It?‘1 = 1x1 If’I hence IP’l = 1 for every 
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g’ E Ga/(C,,/Q). This means that c is a root of unity. Since every root of unity in C,,, is 
of order dividing 2p’, the order of c is either 2p’ or p’ with 0 I t I I’. Note further that 
the order of E is equal to the smallest positive integer n such that x” E D. In fact, L? E D 
implies that 2” = (a”)-a = (Yl)” = (XC)” = ~“a”, hence C” = 1. This shows that n is not 
smaller than the order of E. Conversely, if o(c) is the order of c, 9’ = XC: implies 
($‘(F))n~ = $‘tt) so that x ‘(&I is in D. Hence II is not greater than O(E). Thus we have shown 
17 = O(E). Now let r be the set of all integral solutions of the equation XX = 2 in C,,,. 
Clearly r is not empty, because our x is in it. As was shown above, with each 7 E r, 
there is associated a root of unity i7 satisfying ;,“’ = yi7. We are going to prove the 
assertion in the lemma by induction on the order o(<,). Before doing this we better 
insert a remark on o(<,); o(i?) is not of the form 2p’ (0 I t I r). In fact. if g(:,,) = 2p’, 
then (Y”‘)~ E D, hence [D(f): D] is either 1 or 2 according as (;“‘)’ E D’ or not. On the 
other hand, D(;“‘)/D is a sub-extension of C,v/D, hence [D(f) : D] dividesf’= CC,,, :D] 
wheref is an odd integer. Hence [D(;“‘) : D] must be 1, and (v”‘)~ E D2. There is then an 
element 6 E D such that 7” = kd, i.e. yp’ E D contradicting the fact that o(<,.) = 2p’ is 
the smallest positive integer making ;j”‘;,’ ED. Now we apply induction on o(i,.) to 
prove our assertion in the lemma. If o(c)) = 1, then y E D, so our assertion is trivially 
true. Next assume that o(&) = N > 1, and that our assertion has already been proved 
for all ;” E r with o([;.,) < N. By the remark above, N is of the form pf with 0 < t I r 
which means that ;? is a primitive p’-th root of unity. Now if (;I”’ ‘)“$Dp, then by the 
remark (5) above, [D(f ‘): D] = p. On the other hand, (7”’ ‘)“I = ;vP’ <$ I. Note that 
“p’ ’ is a primitive pth root of unity, because <? is a primitive p’-th root of unity. Since 
&~’ ) is a Galois extension of Q, it contains (7”’ ‘)“I, hence also ;c ‘, a primitive pth 
root of unity. Hence D(y”‘-‘) contains C,. Thus if (?I” ‘)$Dp, then [D(;t”’ ‘):D] = p 
must be divisible by [C,D : D] where [C, D : D] = [C, : C, n D] is a divisor of p - 1 
( = [C,: Q]), and greater than 1 by remark (4) above. This contradiction shows that 
(;,‘I’ ‘)p E Dp. Therefore there is an element 6 E D such that 7” ’ = P, i.e. ;“” ’ = 6;, 
with a pth root of unity i,. Now find a p’-th root of unity, say 11, satisfying qp’ ’ = <,. 
This is possible, because t 5 Y. Then y’ = 7~~ ’ satisfies y’? = 2 as 7 does, furthermore 
(jI’)“’ ' = ?P' ' v -Pi ' = 6(, . ;p 1 = 
6 E D. Hence by induction assumption, there is an 
algebraic integer fi E D satisfying /fl= 2 such that 7’ = fit’ with a root of unity 
[’ E C,,,. Then ;’ = /,<‘11 where 5 = <‘q is a root of unity in CpV. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3. If there is an integral solution ofxX = 2 in the decomposition,field D 0f’2 in 
C,,, then the equation x.2 = 2 hns an integral solution in E = Q(&). 
Proof. The principal ideal (2) in D generated by 2 splits completely in D: 
(2) = J$“=’ (.I~’ = (n;::, c,“)(n;;:, p”). H ence xX = 2 with an algebraic integer 
x E D implies that 
(%) = w” p”h g” . O-i;‘“, 
(5) = g” pr’i 0” . qj”“, (1) 
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where h + k = g, I, = (il < i2 < ... < i,,) and J, = {j, <j, < ... < jkj. are subsets 
of {O, 1 , . . ..g - l} mutu 11 d’ a y isloint, and Z,u J, = (0, 1, . . . , g - 1). Note that one of 1, 
and J, may be empty in which case the non-empty one coincides with the whole set 
{O,l)...) g - 13. w e call h and k the number of $1’~ and the number of @‘s in the 
factorization Eq. (1) of c(, respectively. Note that, since h + k = g is odd, the difference 
6(a) = h - k is also odd. Hence, in particular, S(x) # 0 for every integral solution SI of 
xX = 2 in D. Now we claim that there is an integral solution cyO of the equation 
satisfying S(Q) = 1. For this purpose we first choose any integral solution /I of the 
equation, and examine the change of S(p) under the action of r on /X Let 
S(B) = hl -k,, i.e. (p) = ,4;1”’ ... f~~‘~lQ”l ... @““l. If g - 1~1~ = {ii < ... < ih,] 
then i,, = g - 1, hence (w”~‘)’ = Q”’ = - $2. On the other hand, J, is either empty, or for 
every j E J, j + 1 < g. Hence the number of @ in the decomposition for p’ increases by 
1, while the number of Q’S decreases by 1. Hence S(p) = S(b) - 2. If y - l#Z,, then 
g - 1 E J,, and a similar observation as above shows that S(p) = S(p) + 2. In this 
way we see that at each step of application of T, (s(p) increases or decreases by 2. Now 
returning to our purpose, take any integral solution x of xX = 2. Without loss of 
generality we may assume 6(s() > 0. because otherwise we may use Cx in place of c(. If 
6(c() = 1, we are done. If 6(r) 2 3, look at the sequences of integral solutions a, xi, 
c( 72 ) . . Note that IX? = 2 implies rT? = 2. Since. for Y” = &, a(?‘) = -6(c(), there is 
a power rI‘0 such that 6(x”“) > 0, but S(x”““) < 0. Then, from the observation above, 
we see that S(cc”“) = 1. Thus we have seen the existence of an integral solution CQ 
satisfying I = 1. Now take the norm N D1E of (x,,) to obtain N&r,,) = 
(n”,e 1 NDiE f~“‘)(fl:= 1 ND!e @I’“). Since the relative degree of f~ (and of $5) in D/E is 
1 (because P and P split completely in D/E), we have NDIE fan” = P and NDiE fi”’ = P 
for every v and p. Hence ND!E(ao) = PhnPhO where d(q) = ho - k0 with the number 
ho of ~J’S and the number k0 of 0’s. Because ho - k, = 1 from the choice of clO, 
we have further NDIE(aO) = (PP)koP = (2)‘“P. Let 7 = NDIEzO(~ E), then 
(y) = NDIE(rO) = 2k0P, which implies (1;/2k”) = P is integral, hence ?/ = 2kofi with an 
algebraic integer b E E, and 1; = 2 ko /s. Now (22k”@) = (2k”) P(2k”) P = (22k”+ ‘) 
yields that (pp) = (2), or flp = 2~ with a unit F: in E. Because p 2 7, the only units in 
the imaginary quadratic field E = Q(G) are fl.HencepjJ= f2.Sincepfl= -2 
is impossible, we arrive at bp = 2 which proves the lemma. [? 
Using the lemmas above we obtain the following. 
Proposition 2. The equation xX = 2 is solvable with algebraic integer in C,. (r 2 1) for 
a prime p = 7 mod 8 if uncl only if p = 7. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, if there is an integral solution of xX = 2 in C,, for p E II,, 
it must have an integral solution in E = Q(,‘- p). Since p = 7 mod 8, every algebraic 
integer in E is of the form a + b(1 + A)/2 with a, b E 2. Assume now that 
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fl = u + h(1 + fi)/2 satisfy /ID = 2. This then yields 4a2 + 4ab + 
h2(1 + p) = (2~ + b)’ + b2p = 8. The only solutions of the last equation are: 
2u + h = k 1, b = & 1, and p = 7. This proves the “only if” part of the proposition. 
Conversely if p = 7, /I = (1 + fl)/2 satisfies bfi = 2 showing that there actual1 exist 
integral solutions of xX = 2 in C,, (r 2 1). This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 1. There is no generalized bent function on Z2Pr (r 2 1) for any prime 
p 3 7 mod 8 different front 7. 
Corollary 2. There is no generalized bent function Z2P,for any prime p = 7mod8. 
Proof. For p # 7, this is a special case of Corollary 1, as for p = 7, our assertion has 
already been proved in [4]. 0 
The last corollary covers the cases observed in [l]. 
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